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Energy:
A Global Challenge

by Dr. William Fisher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically, economic growth and development have been the basis for improved standards of living – in the U. S. and the world.  They will continue to be.  But growth requires resources, even with the greatest of efficiencies, and resource development and use causes environmental stresses.  There is truth to the old adage that “you can not have an omelet without breaking an egg”.Since Malthus first projected years ago that population would outpace the capacity of the Earth to maintain the population, there have been continuous predictions of resource scarcity, famine and widespread peril.  These kinds of predictions have persisted down to our own energy crises of the 1970s.  But now energy and many other resources are more plentiful and less costly than at any time in human history.  And, we now hear less of resource scarcity as the people of the world are ever better fed, housed, and fueled.Now concerns have turned to how our use of resources, especially energy, is harming the Earth’s environment and the life upon it.  Global warming and some of the dire predictions of resulting impacts are the concerns of the moment.  I shall look at energy in detail – what we have used and how we use it – and the challenge of providing ever cleaner and ever more efficient energy for a growing and more affluent world population in the Century before us.  I shall also look at concerns of environmental fallout, especially from energy use. We shall not be without worries and stresses, but I will conclude that every and the environment, while challenges, are not or should not be out greatest concerns.  We will see a global society increasingly learning to use resources more efficiently and cleanly, while technology is ever increasing the resources we draw from. Citations and Resource:Links to Malthus and population curves.http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/history/malthus.htmlhttp://www.igc.org/desip/malthus/Photo:  Santa Rita No. 1, 5:29 PM, 7/10/23 



World Energy, Gross Domestic Product, 
Population Trends
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Slide 1.  World energy, Gross Domestic Product & Population TrendsAs population increases, total energy consumption increases provided that economic growth is positive.  How much consumption increases is determined not only by growth in population and the economy, but it is also modified by efficiency in energy use.  For the past century, increase in energy efficiency, measured as the amount of energy used to create a unit of economic product, was on the average about 1 percent annually – greatest in the industrial world, and less in the developing world and countries with planned economies like the former Soviet Union.Citations and Resources:Energy Information Administration  http://www.eia.doe.gov/
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Slide 2.  World primary energy consumptionWhat kind of energy does the world use and how much?   Here we are considering primary energy – the raw material.  Much of energy, especially coal, hydro, and nuclear are not used directly or as a primary source, but is converted to electricity.  The world’s largest energy source is petroleum or hydrocarbon liquids and the principal use of petroleum is for the refinement of petroleum to transportation fuels – gasoline and diesel.  Some is used for fuel and a number of other uses, but by far the biggest use is in transportation.  We Americans use about 600 gallons of gasoline and diesel a year per person.About one fourth of the world’s energy supply comes from natural gas and coal.  Natural gas is our cleanest fossil fuel and coal is the dirtiest.  Most of the natural gas goes directly to people’s homes for heating and cooking.  About half of the world’s coal is used to generate electricity, while most of the remaining coal is burned directly.So the bulk of the world’s energy supply is from what we call fossil fuels.About 7 percent is from water used to generate electricity.  Almost an equal amount is from nuclear energy which uses uranium ore as fuel also to generate electricity.  And, less than 1 percent comes from what we call renewable resources (such as solar and wind).How do we measure these forms of energy?  The general unit used is the quad, meaning on quadrillion BTUs.  The standard measure for petroleum is barrels, for natural gas it is  in cubic feet, coal is in tons, and the remaining, used chiefly for electrical generation, are measured in kilowatthours.The average human consumption globally is approximately 375 quads, or if we were to convert this into barrels of oil equivalent, the total would be approximately 65 barrels used per person yearly. 



Energy Units for Different Sources
FUEL TYPE STANDARD

MEASURE

PETROLEUM 73.6 MMB/D                                                                                                  
(million barrels per day)

NATURAL GAS 82.7 TCF                                                                             
(trillion cubic feet)

COAL 5013 MSTs                                                
(million short tons)

HYDRO 2584 BKwh                              
(billion kilowatthours)

BIOMASS,
GEOTHERMAL,
SOLAR, WIND 196 BKwh                                 

(billion kilowatthours)
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Slide 3.  Energy Units for Different Sources



Future Scenarios
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Slide 4.  How much energy for the future?For all the history of human kind we have used the equivalent of approximately 2.2 trillion barrels of oil equivalent.  Ninety percent of it has been fossil fuels and 90 percent of it was used during the last century.  About 48% of our historical consumption has come from coal, 39% from oil, 17% from natural gas, and less than 10% from other sources, mostly wood but also water and nuclear.  How much will we use in this century?  There are a couple of ways of looking at it.  Let’s say we will continue to use energy like we have in the past.  The world economy grows at an annual rate of 3 percent which it did on the average during the past century,  that the population of the world grows to 10 billion (it is 6 billion now and many think it will go to 10 billion and stabilize at the level near the middle of this century), and let’s assume that we continue to be as efficient with energy use as we were the past century when our energy use, measured against our economic product, was reduced by an average of 1 percent per year.  Then over this century the world would use 25 trillion barrels of oil equivalent, or about 14 times all the energy ever used in the world up to this time.  That is an incredible amount of energy.  This is what is called SUSTAINED GROWTH, or business as usual.But let’s make one change in our assumptions.  Let’s say that over the next century the world averages not 1 percent, but 2 percent in efficiency gain each year.  We have done it in the past – mostly when oil prices were very high – and we have a reasonably good chance of doing it on a sustained basis.  That reduces the world’s energy requirement to 15 trillion barrels of oil equivalent, or about 8 times what we have used to date.  The term for this future is called DEMATERIALIZATION.Which scenario will come to be?  Energy use will be large in either case.  And, where will this energy come from?



Energy Requirements of the 21st Century

(Tboe - Trillion barrels of oil)
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Slide 5: Energy Requirements for the 21st CenturyIf we stay with fossil fuels as the main source of our energy as we do now, we have about 3 trillion barrels of oil left in the world and about 4.3 trillion barrels of oil equivalent of natural gas - about half the energy we will need even if we are very efficient in energy use.But we have incredibly large resources of coal, enough with oil and gas to supply the world with its energy requirements for the next 100 years with business as usual.  But coal fouls the air and even if we can sequester all the carbon which is emitted when it is burned we will not use that much coal because, as we will see later, it is simply too inefficient to do so, even in those countries such as China that have large coal resources and fewer amounts of other energy resources.  Rather, we will likely use only another 100 billion tons - about half what we have used in all history to date, or about 0.4 percent of the world resource base of coal.  This trend will significantly reduce the amount of carbon emitted into the atmosphere.



WORLDWIDE PRODUCTION OF OIL AND 
NATURAL GAS
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Slide 6: Oil and GasWhat about oil and gas?  How much of those resources will we use?  Again there are a couple ways of looking at it.  If oil and gas continue at about the percentage of our total energy use as at present, we would have another hydrocarbon century and we would consume all that 7-plus trillion barrels of equivalent we have been talking about.  Or at the other extreme we might see the end of the internal combustion engine with something like a hydrogen fuel cell and in another 30 years or so we would be using only a modest amount of oil and mostly natural gas.



World Primary Energy 
Substitution
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Slide 7: World Energy SubstitutionsIf we look at our history of energy use, we see three main pulses so far.  Up until the industrial revolution wood was the dominant energy source.  If you could look at landscapes in the areas of world where people lived at the beginning of the last century most of what you would see was cut forests.  But as coal came on - dirty and fouling as it was - wood burning diminished and forests began to replenish.  Coal became King Coal in the early 1890’s, but as more oil was discovered and as Henry Ford brought forth his Model T, coal as a percentage of energy used - not total amount - peaked about 20 years ago and we now are entering the 4th pulse where natural gas will be the dominant energy source.As my friend Jesse Ausubel says, it is dusk for coal, mid-afternoon for oil, and midmorning for natural gas.  We are adopting gas in transport through the use of fuel cells as well as for electric power generation.  Fuel cells, essentially continuous batteris, can be fed hydrogen extracted from methane or natural gas.In each of these historical pulses, per capita consumption triples.But what is the fifth pulse?  After natural gas.  And when will it come?Citations and Resources:Coalhttp://www.eia.doe.gov/fuelcoal.htmlhttp://www.coal.ca/



World Primary Energy 
Substitution
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Slide 7 continued.
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Slide 7 continued. 
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Slide 7 continued.
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Slide 7 continued.
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Substitution
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World Primary Energy 
Substitution
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World Primary Energy 
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Slide 7 continued.



THE RATIO OF HYDROGEN TO CARBON IN 
OUR FUELS IS CHANGING.

• Fuels with more carbon release more carbon 
dioxide.

• Fuels with more hydrogen burn more cleanly.
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Slide 8:  Hydrogen to Carbon Ratio in Fuels



Global Primary Energy 
Consumption
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Slide 9: Energy SuccessionsWhen we have made historical shifts in energy sources we are basically going to a more efficient source of energy which becomes more efficient as the amount of carbon in it decreases and the amount of hydrogen increases - what we might call decarbonization.  Today we want to rid ourselves of carbon because many fear that carbon emissions are causing the earth’s atmosphere to warm.  But you see here that we have been at reducing carbon content for the past 150 years - not because the fuels were cleaner which they were - but because they were more efficient and greater efficiency means energy that is cheaper and more convenient to use.  There is no reason to believe that thhis inexorable trend will not continue into the future.We are now entering the natural gas pulse or what we might call the methane economy. Where the world will demand large volumes of natural gas.  Still energy’s history will not end with natural gas, because as Ausubel shows here the completion of decarbonization ultimately depends on the production and use of pure hydrogen, now used as rocket fuel, and other specialty areas.  The combustion of hydrogen yields only vapor and energy, and it must come from splitting water and the energy required to make hydrogen eventually must also be carbon free, to realize a carbon-free economy.If the persistent trend shown here prevails, and there is much to say that it will, we will be in the 6th pulse  - the non-fossil hydrogen economy- by about the middle of this century.  And how will we make hydrogen?  Solar, photovoltaics, windmills, nuclear fission?  We cannot say for sure, but we can say, if history is any guide and it must be, that it will be the cheapest and most efficient way.But before we get to our carbon free non-fossil fuel economy we have 50 years of transition before us.  During this time, use of non-fossil fuels will increase substantially - hydro of water power will not significantly increase in the industrial economies because of environmental concerns, but in certain coutries the increase might be significant.  For example, China is now constructing the largest hydro-electric facility in world history.  The other so-called renenwables will increase from their current contribution of 0.6% by perhaps 5 to 10 fold, but that will still be no more tha 6 percent of the world’s energy; an exception might be solar in the production of hydrogen.  Nuclear energy, in some form or fashion, will likely increase.But we will need nearly 7 trillion barrels of oil equivalent from natural gas, oil and coal over this cnetury, about 4 trillion barrels of oil equivlent from natural gas and 1.5 trillion from oil.  Coal will provide about 5 to 6 percent of that because that is all the market will likely demand.  That translates into about 100 billion tons of coal, only a fraction of the coal resource base.But will there be enough oil and particularly natural gas?
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Slide 10.  U.S. oil accountHere I show my estimates of the U. S. and world oil accounts.  We have used about half of our oil in the U. S. and have about 180 billion barrels remaining.  We will need about 375 billion barrels or more than twice what we have and so we will continue to depend on sources outside our borders.  We now import about half our needs.  Theoretically we could maintain that, but much of the remaining oil in the U. S. is more expensive to develop and extract than world oil, so our imports will continue to increase, probably to as much as 70 percent of our demand.But globally I estimate about 3 trillion barrels of conventional oil remaining, twice what the world will likely need.  There are a few with views contrary to mine but I will show in a minute why I think they are wrong. 
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Slide 11.  World oil accountHere I show my estimates of the U. S. and world oil accounts.  We have used about half of our oil in the U. S. and have about 180 billion barrels remaining.  We will need about 375 billion barrels or more than twice what we have and so we will continue to depend on sources outside our borders.  We now import about half our needs.  Theoretically we could maintain that, but much of the remaining oil in the U. S. is more expensive to develop and extract than world oil, so our imports will continue to increase, probably to as much as 70 percent of our demand.But globally I estimate about 3 trillion barrels of conventional oil remaining, twice what the world will likely need.  There are a few with views contrary to mine but I will show in a minute why I think they are wrong. 



U.S. and World Natural Gas 
Account
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Slide 12: World Natural Gas AccountI estimate the remaining global natural resource at better than 25,000 TCF.  That is about what the likely world demand will be through the transition.  Much of the world’s gas supply is in remote areas requiring it to be liquified for transport.  We might also note that estimates of oil and gas remaining resources also rise as technology advances.  Current estimates of both are now the highest in history despite a century of extensive use.U.S. natural gas is another story.  Our estimate of remaining natural gas is nearly 2400 TCF only 60 percent of what the U.S. will likelydemand.  But later I will show you that our estimates of remaining natural gas in the U.S. have increases nearly an order of magnitude in the past 15 years with remarkable advances in technology so that the resources we consider uneconomical today should be economical in the future.  We will increase the amount of resources in the U.S., but most likely, as in the case of oil we will increase natural gas imports, chiefly through imports of liquified natural gas.As regards energy concerns during the transition of the next 50 years or so our dependence on imports - both oil and gas - means the U.S. will be even more a part of the global economy.



RECENT ESTIMATES OF ULTIMATE 
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Slide 13.  Recent estimates of ultimate oil recoveryI have indicated that the amount of petroleum in the world is more than sufficient to meet future demand.  That is a common opinion today, but it is not a universal one.  From time to time you will read of projections that we are peaking in global production of oil and when that peak occurs production will decline rapidly as the resources base is depleted.  The earliest projection of immediate peaking and oil exhaustion was nearly a hundred years ago and such projections persist to this day and usually receive a lot of attention in the press because the prospect of resource scarcity is an attention getter.Here we look at a number of estimates of the ultimate oil recovery in the world – a number which includes total production to date, current proven reserves, and the amount of oil judged to be developed or discovered in the future.  You will note that there are a number of estimates of more than 3 trillion barrels – the highest is mine at 3.8 – and a number that are lower than 2 trillion.  If the lower estimates are right, we face some immediate problems.  Around the world we have consumed almost a trillion barrels of oil or about half of the ultimate.  Some hold that when we hit the 50 percent mark, production will peak and then decline.  



The Symmetrical Life Cycle
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Slide 14.  The symmetrical life cycleThis judgement rests on the assumptions of the parabolic curve which says that discovery and production of a fixed (i.e., nonrenewable) resource like oil increases exponentially, peaks at the half-way mark, and then declines exponentially.  The curve also assumes that the amount of the ultimate resource is known.  In reality production does not necessarily peak at mid point and certainly the amount of the resource is estimated, not know.  Recall I earlier said that the amount of proved reserves of oil is now at an all time high despite a century of production.  That is simply because as knowledge of the resource base increases and as technology advances the volume of the known resource base increases.  Technology offsets depletion.
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Slide 15.  Contrasting views of resource depletionSo rather than an exponential decline of a fixed resource base, that base is technologically stretched and expanded.



CHANGING VIEWS OF RESOURCE DEPLETION
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Slide 15 continued.



Offshore Production Platform
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Slide 16.  Some examples of technology – offshore platformsOffshore platforms vastly increase water depths in which production can be developed, thereby increasing the resource base.



SEISMIC IMAGE OF AN OIL FIELD
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Slide 17.  Another example – 3-D SeismicWith the massive advances in computer technology we can now process seismic signals and image the configuration of a reservoir and the hydrocarbons within it with increasing precision.  This is an example of a giant oil field in the deep waters off the coast of Brazil.  The brighter colors show the concentration of hydrocarbons.



Directional, Extended-Reach 
Drilling
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Slide 18.  Modern drilling This allows us to drill wells with precision and recover oil more completely, thereby increasing the resource base and and doing so more economically.



Mean of Oil Price Forecasts
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Slide 19.  Oil price forecastsSome of you will remember the last time we thought the world was running out of oil  That was back in the late 1970s when we had lines at the gas pumps and shortages of gasoline.  The price of oil hit $50 a barrel, gasoline prices soared, and small automobiles became more marketable.  Projections were that, with scarcity, prices would increase to $100 per barrel.  However, this did not happen because we were not running out of oil and gas, and technology was not only expanding the resource base and supply but bringing the price of oil and gasoline down.  This is as telling an example of technology at work as we are likely to see.



Natural Gas Resource Pyramid
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Slide 20.  U. S. natural gas pyramidHere we see a resource pyramid of natural gas in the U. S.  It is a pyramid because the smaller area at the top marks the easy gas already produced, the slightly more difficult to develop gas that is now reserves and reserve growth and on down the pyramid to the more exotic and more difficult to develop gas resource.  Note that as the resource gets more difficult to be developed it gets much larger in size.  How much of the large volume of gas we get from the lower part of the pyramid and how much it costs us to get it depends on advances in technology.



ESTIMATES OF REMAINING NATURAL GAS 
IN THE UNITED STATES
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Slide 21.  Estimates of natural gas in U. S. With the historical estimates of the amount of natural gas remaining in the U. S. we see that just in the past 15 years or so, estimates have increased almost an order of magnitude.  They have increased not because prices for natural gas have been high (they have been generally low), but because of the great advances in the gas exploration and recovery technology.  



ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF 
ENERGY USE
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Slide 22:And now let us turn to the environmental impacts of the energy we are likely to use.  If we judge that we will likely be in a mostly carbon-free energy economy by the middle of the century and if we also judge that there is sufficient energy available, especially in the form of the cleanest fossil fuel – natural gas – to carry us toward the hydrogen economy, there is another issue concerning the burning of fossil fuels that weighs heavy with a number of  people.  That issue is global warming and the role of man-made emissions of carbon dioxide into the earth’s atmosphere.  It is this issue which I now want to examine.The role of anthropogenic emission of carbon dioxide in global warming is much debated and largely unresolved.  Furthermore, whether a warmer Earth, whatever the cause is good or bad is likewise not resolved.  



Average Global Surface 
Temperatures
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Slide 23.  Global surface temperaturesThat the surface of the earth has been warming over the past 100 years or so.  Abundant weather records allow for little dispute of this.  There have been ups and downs in the global surface temperatures.  During much of the 1960s, 70s, and 80s the concern of some was for global cooling, however the general trend has been toward increased temperatures.



CO2 Concentrations
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Slide 24.  Carbon dioxide concentrationsAlso over the past 100 years or so there has been a substantial increase in fossil fuel carbon emissions and in the carbon dioxide concentration in the Earth’s atmosphere.  Does the increase in carbon concentrations result in the increase in temperatures or does an increase in temperature, say from natural processes, allow a greater concentration of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as it has in the geologic past?  This is debated.



Global Temperature and Solar 
Activity
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Slide 25.  Global temperature and solar activityWhen we compare the upward trend in recent warming of the earth with solar activity,  the source of the earth’s energy, we also see a good correlation.In the geologic past and actually in recorded history of the past 1,000 years we know that not only solar activity but also the position of the sun relative to the Earth produces cycles of warming and cooling.  These relationships were worked out many years ago by a Serbian mathematician named Milankovitch and in fact we refer to these climatic cycles in the geologic past as Milankovitch cycles.



TEMPERATURE CYCLES OF THE RECENT GEOLOGIC PAST
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Slide 26.  Cycles of the recent geologic pastIn the past 1,000 years we see two cycles and perhaps the beginning of a third in which we are now in.  There was a medieval warm period from about 1,000 to 1,400 AD, followed by a little Ice Age from 1,400 to 1,900 AD, followed by a warm cycle which we are now in.  Also, at almost any scale we choose to examine in terms of hundreds or even thousands of years, cycles related to the relative positions of the Earth and the sun have occurred. So are we now in a period of warming due to natural causes or one caused by or exacerbated by man-made (anthropogenic) emissions due to the burning of fossil fuels?  The debate continues.  If the problem proves to be natural, our alternative is to adapt.  If it is anthropogenic or exacerbated by anthropogenic activities what can we do?  What should we do?  
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Slide 27.  Carbon content of fossil fuelsEven if it is anthropogenic, we will adapt as we have during the past Century.  But, we can also take steps to reduce carbon dioxide emissions – by burning cleaner fuels which we are doing and will continue to do, due to efficiencies if nothing else, and by sequestering carbon dioxide under ground or in sinks, among other more costly techniques.But let’s also keep perspective.  Recall I estimated that in the transition to a carbon-free nonfossil hydrogen economy, we would use most of the natural gas resource base and as you can see that would emit about 290 gigatons of carbon; we would use about half the oil resource base which would contribute another 170 gigatons to the atmosphere; and that we would use another 50 billion tons of coal which with the high concentration of carbon in coal would emit about 65 gigatons.That is a total of 525 gigatons of carbon introduced into the Earth’s atmosphere during our energy transition.  That sounds like a lot of carbon.  But what does it mean?Stabilizing the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide at twice the pre-industrial level, that is at about 550 ppmv, is considered by many to be reasonable and according to estimates of climate sensitivity on doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide, gives an equilibrium temperature increase of only about 1.6 degrees C.  But this doubling would require the emission of about 2,000 gigatons of carbon.  We will likely be emitting just a little more than half that amount.  Actually some authors, notably Jesse Ausubel calculates that the amount of carbon we will emit in the future will raise atmospheric concentrations to only 450 ppmv.And we have a lot of other things going for us.



World Energy Use Intensity
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Slide 28.  Energy use intensity We are making great strides in the amount of energy we use to produce a unit of economic product – which makes the economy grow and people prosper.  The industrial world has been declining since early in the the last century, the notoriously inefficient centrally planned economies have already peaked and are now declining, and the rest of the world – the developing world is near its peak and will begin to decline.



Improvement in Motor Efficiency
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Slide 29.  Improvement in efficiency of motorsHere we see in graphic form the tremendous improvement in motors over the past 300 years and a projection toward the future.  Efficiencies have increased from about 1% to the modern gas turbines with nearly 50% efficiency.  Ausubel and Marchetti project that this progression will continue with the widespread use of the fuel cells by about the middle of the century – a fuel cell with about 70% efficiency.  And, of course, the fuel cell produces zero emissions where compressed hydrogen gas mixes with oxygen from the air to give off electrical current in a low-temperature chemical reaction that also makes water.  This electrochemical process is potentially 20% to 30% more efficient than the thermodynamic process of today’s engines.  A number of the major auto makers are now building prototype cars powered by fuel cells and at least one plans to penetrate the market within 10 years starting with about 100,000 cars per year.  If successful, it will take about two to three more decades before the fuel cell cars dominate the automobile fleet.
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Slide 30.  Population trendsEstimating the future population of the Earth is risky business, but many now believe that the Earth’s population will stabilize at about 10 billion people, or maybe as low a 8 billion, compared to the 6 billion people today.  Many industrial countries are now experiencing a decline in population.  Germany is a good example of a nation with a declining population that must increase immigration to sustain economic growth.  A stabilization of the population at a reasonable level has profound impact on the amount of energy needed to sustain economic growth.
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Slide 31.  DecarbonizationAnd we have been reducing the carbon intensity of the fuels we use by going toward more efficient, hydrogen-rich fuels in a trend that has persisted for a century and a half.  This trend will carry us much lower as we move toward an ever more efficient, lower carbon and eventually carbon-free, energy economy.



Conclusions
Many of the pessimistic predictions of resource 

availability have been wrong.

We are currently moving toward plentiful and clean 
energy.

We should not exhaust ourselves worrying about 
problems before they occur.
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ConclusionsWe have always made mistakes when we project our worst fears or the concerns of the moment far into the future.  Rather it is important to look at long term trends and what those trends tell us.  In the case of energy and environment we are moving, in our quest for efficiency, toward plentiful and clean energy.  The dire concerns of resources, including energy, and environmental fallout are what Jesse Ausubel, a person who has spent a lifetime assembling and analyzing the long term trends, calls phantoms.  He suggests, and I concur, that we should not exhaust ourselves chasing these phantoms when in fact we have real stresses to which we should address ourselves.
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